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Abstract— Typical consumer media research requires the
recruitment and coordination of hundreds of panelists and the
use of relatively expensive equipment. In this work, we compare
results from a legacy hardware dial mechanism for measuring
media preference to those from automated facial analysis on two
television programs, a sitcom and a drama series. We present
an automated system for facial action detection as well as a
continuous measure of valence. The results demonstrate that
automated facial analysis provides similar as well as additional
insights on moment-to-moment affective response in a way
that is unobtrusive, scalable and practical. Specifically, highly
significant correlations are found between the dial and facial
expression data. For specific moments where the two methods
disagree, facial expression data provides additional traceable
insights that cannot be obtained from dial data. Furthermore,
this data can be obtained at a fraction of the cost; in this work,
the facial expression data panel size is only about 5% of the
sample size needed to obtain reliable dial data. Results have
substantial implications for the future of media research and
audience measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Affect valence is the positive or negative emotional charge
of an event or experience [18]. The need to quantify valence
arises in numerous domains including in consumer media
research. Television shows and movies aim to interest and
entertain millions. Before a TV show or movie is launched,
content providers often test this content using a consumer
panel. The results are used to optimize the content (e.g.,
tweak the choice and duration of scenes) or assess engage-
ment with certain characters in the show. With one popular
measurement method [17], panelists are asked to turn a
hardware dial to quantify valence throughout the show. In
this study, dial values (collected at discrete time intervals of
1 Hz) range from 0 to 100, where panelists are told that 0
is disinterest, 50 neutral, and 100 interest in the show.

While the dial approach has been used quite successfully
for many years [17], it has several drawbacks. First, its
use requires the recruitment and coordination of panelists in
person, typically in a limited geographic and demographic
locale. Second, large consumer panels are needed to pro-
duce reliable aggregate continuous measurement of affective
responses. Third, analysis is limited to one dimensional dial
data [17]: e.g., testers would know that valence is negative,
but would not have a sense of the viewers specific emotional
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state. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, are the effects
caused by asking a panelist to turn the dial while engaging
with content. Some may experience heavy cognitive load
from having to manipulate a dial, which may distract them
from the media experience and add noise to their response
that is difficult to quantify. Specifically, the act of labeling
affect impacts the affective response of an individual [9].
Others may become engrossed in the media experience and
forget to turn the dial when their affective state changes. In
both cases the reports will not match their true state.

The human face is a powerful channel for communicat-
ing valence as well as a wide gamut of emotion states.
The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [4], [2] is a
comprehensive catalogue of unique action units (AU) that
correspond to each independent motion of the face. FACS
enables the measurement and scoring of facial activity in an
objective, reliable and quantitative way, and is often used to
discriminate between subtle differences in facial motion [8].
Facial behavior has been used to measure the effectiveness
of media content, typically in the form of short advertising
video clips [7], [21]. The general expressiveness of viewers
correlates strongly with memory for the content [7], a key
measure of success for media content.

One question that is frequently asked, is whether self-
report matches nonverbal expressions of emotion such as
those on the face. In this work we present an automated
method for detecting facial actions, as well as continu-
ous measures of higher-level affective/expression states in
spontaneous facial videos. We explore the congruence be-
tween the facial measures with continuous measures of
self-reported dial data. We demonstrate that automatically
coded facial responses of panelists correlate highly with self-
reported dial data, but provide additional, deeper insights
on moment-to-moment affective responses compared to dial
measures. We show that some of the drawbacks of traditional
self-report methods such as dials may be overcome or
minimized with the use of passive facial expression analysis.
Our system can be deployed over the Internet to anyone with
a computer, webcam and Internet access. This makes it a
highly scalable alternative. Previous work has demonstrated
the ability to collect facial responses to online videos from
across the world in short amounts of time and with no
recruitment necessary [13], [14].

The main contributions of this work are:
1) A system for the automated detection of facial action

units including asymmetric ones, as well as a continuous
measure of valence in spontaneous facial videos;


